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Vacant UC The alternate SE Municipalities position requires a 25Nov13: Chief Ray Leggett, SE alternate, has not participated in any
positions new alternate.
meetings since his appointment in July 2008.
The alternate USARAK position is vacant.

The primary USARAK position is vacant

The alternate DOD-JBER position is vacant.

The primary US Forest Service position is vacant.
The primary DOD-JBER position is vacant.

29Jul14: Mr. Rich Garrett has been moved to the primary representative
position; the alternate was to filled upon arrival of the spectrum manager but
has remained vacant.
NOTE: Although the UC has been informed of an individual to fill the alternate
position, no appointment letter has been received to date.
17Dec15: Mr. Rich Garrett has announced he will be departing mid-January
2016 for a change of assignment leaving the primary position vacant.
NOTE: Although the UC has been informed of an individual to fill the primary
position, no appointment letter has been received to date.
3Feb16: Notified by TSgt Paniza that he has changed units and is no longer
with the 673rd Communications Squadron.
3Nov16: Letter of appointment naming SSgt Anthony Williamson as the new
alternate representative received.
13Aug16: The primary representative for the US Forest Service, Patrol
Captain Chris Lambert, was lost in a plane crash.
5Oct16: MSgt Lee Penimone advised he was changing offices and would no
longer be the primary representative for JBER.
3Nov16: Letter of appointment naming MSgt David Jennings as the new
primary representative received.
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Pending Issues
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